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THE CONSTELLATION OF ORION

In the line of stars forming Orion’s sword (hanging below his
belt), a hazy patch can be seen with binoculars or even with just
the naked eye on a clear night. This hazy patch is a gigantic
cloud of Hydrogen gas mixed with dust (a Nebula) from which
new stars are being formed. Through a pair of binoculars the
nebula looks like a small fuzzy patch in the line of stars. Seen
through a telescope the cloud like structure can been made out.
Swirls of gas and dust can be seen, some are lit up but some are
dark and silhouetted against the illuminated clouds behind. The
cloud is actually lit by the young stars forming in it. Most of the
energy illuminating this nebula comes from a group of 4 stars
known as the Trapezium. These stars have formed out of the gas
and dust in the nebula, they are young hot and very active.

M42 The Great Orion Nebula
The gas and dust in the nebula shines by reflecting the light from
the four very young stars imbedded in the centre of the nebula.
Some gas also produces its own light because the radiation
energy from the powerful young stars excites the gas atoms
causing them to glow somewhat like a fluorescent light tube.
The Trapezium is a group of four very powerful young stars that
produce most of the radiation to illuminate the nebula and is
located in the bright area at the centre of the picture above. A
small telescope will show the Trapezium as a small square of
stars and will show some of the detail in the cloud. A larger
telescope will bring out more of the detail in the cloud.

Orion is the most beautiful and one of the most interesting of all
the constellations. During January, February and March it
dominates the southern sky. Orion is named after a hunter in
Greek mythology. In the chart above his skirt like tunic is tied
with a belt formed by three stars. A sword hangs from his belt,
his club is held above his head and a shield in his other hand.
Most of Orion’s stars are actually grouped together. They are
largely comprised of young stars formed from clouds of gas and
dust distributed over the whole area of Orion. This area is like a
stellar nursery about 1,300 light years from us. Some stars in
Orion are very interesting.
BETELGEUSE is not a true member of the Orion group, being
470 light years away and just in the line of sight. Betelgeuse is a
Red Giant star about 900 times the diameter of our sun and
appears distinctly orange, even to the naked eye. It is so large
that the orbits of all our planets out to and possibly beyond Mars
would fit inside it. Betelgeuse is a star coming to the end of its
life. It has become bloated and unstable so that it wobbles and
pulsates like a water filled balloon. Having used up most of its
Hydrogen fuel it will struggle to continue its existence.
RIGEL is another giant star but is a very different giant to
Betelgeuse. It is a young B type star 50 times more massive
than our Sun. With a surface temperature of about 9,000oC and
an absolute magnitude of -8.2 it is 60,000 times brighter than
our Sun. It is a giant blue / white star which because of its huge
mass and strong gravity is burning very fiercely so that it has
become hyperactive. It will be short lived and burn itself out
very quickly. It probably will not develop into a red giant like
Betelgeuse but end its life by destroying itself in a massive
Supernova explosion. Rigel is in fact the largest of a group of
five stars, all orbiting each other. The stars in the Rigel system
are true members of Orion and are 1,300 light years away.

The Trapezium shown at high magnification
NEWBURY ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY BEGINNERS
20th January Using a WEBCAM with a Telescope
NEWBURY ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY MEETING
8th January
True Story of the Isaac Newton Telescope
For all the latest news, don’t forget to visit the website on:

www.naasbeginners.co.uk
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THE WINTER NIGHT SKY

The night sky mid January 2010
Despite the cold of mid winter nights this is the best time of the
year for the amateur astronomer. Cold frosty nights are often
the clearest, the sky is at its darkest and the air can be very still.
There are also many interesting things to see especially if a
telescope is available to use. There are however a number of
things to consider before venturing out to observe on a cold
winter night.
The first thing of course is to dress in warm clothes. Wear as
many layers of warming clothing as possible without restricting
movement too much. Wear at least two layers on the legs and
warm socks and shoes or boots are essential. A hat is also
essential however avoid wearing a hat with a peak as this may
hinder looking through the eyepiece of a telescope. Gloves
should be worn but it may be necessary to cut off the finger tips
to enable the handling of equipment. It is possible to buy
special gloves with the tops of the fingers removed but with a
hood that can be slipped over the finger tips.
So much for comfort but there are also considerations for the
equipment to be used. The main problems are dew or frost
forming on the optical surfaces. Newtonian type telescopes are
not usually affected as much as refracting telescopes and
Schmidt – Cassegrain types. Lenses are affected badly by dew
and frost so measures do need to be taken. The formation of
dew can be delayed by fitting a Dew Shield over the end of the
telescope tube. This does help but on a cold damp night dew or
frost will eventually form on the glass. A hair drier can be used
to defrost the glass but caution is needed not to heat the glass
too quickly or it may be damaged. Dew heaters can be fitted to
the telescope but these are quite expensive. These provide just
enough warmth to the lens to prevent dew forming.
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It is a good idea to keep eyepieces in a pocket when not being
used. This keeps them warm so when they are used there is
less chance that they will mist up through your breath or even
from the moisture from your warm eye. Keep all the
equipment that you may use close to hand and avoid having to
go indoors to get something you may have forgotten. As
always avoid lights shining directly on to the viewing area as
this will reduce the range of objects that your eyes will be able
to see.
Before going outside, have a look at a star chart or use a
computer planetarium application to find interesting objects to
observe. Make a few notes of what each object is and where
it is located. It might even be useful to make a simplified
sketch to show how to find the object. This can be done by
first finding a familiar feature or bright object. From this first
object, a path of other objects can be used to find the way to
the object to be observed. This is called ‘star hopping’.
Remember to set up a telescope 15 to 20 minutes before it is
intended to start observing. This will allow the instrument to
cool down and stabilise. While cooling down air currents are
produced in the tube that can reduce the clarity of the image.
Set up any other equipment that is to be used while your eyes
are getting used to the dark (dark adaptation). If a light is
used it should not be bright and if possible it should be a red
light. When all is set up use a few minutes before starting any
serious observing to have a look around the sky. Try to pick
out familiar constellations and use them to ‘star hop’ to some
of the objects that you will be searching out. A good place to
start is Orion which is featured on page 1.

CANCER

CANIS MAJOR

Lodged in between Gemini to the west and Leo to the east is the
rather faint zodiacal constellation of Cancer (The Crab). There
are no bright stars in Cancer but there are two interesting
Messier objects, M44 and M67. M44 is a large, bright open
cluster that is second only to M45 The Pleiades (The Seven
Sisters) in Taurus. M44 is known as Praesepe or ‘The Beehive’.
The Beehive is best seen using binoculars as it is too big, (about
twice the size of the full Moon) for all but the smallest
telescopes. The brightest half dozen or so stars in M44 form the
shape of a pyramid or as its name suggests, the shape of an old
fashioned straw beehive. In the picture below the Beehive is
shown lying on its side. The fainter stars surrounding the
Beehive do add to the effect, looking rather like a swarm of bees
buzzing around the hive. There are about a hundred stars in the
cluster that is around 700 million years old and is about 525
light years from us.

CANIS MAJOR (THE GREAT DOG)
Canis Major is one of Orion’s hunting dogs (the large dog),
the small dog is Canis Minor. To find Canis Major follow the
line of stars in Orion’s belt down to the east (left) and about
six belt lengths away you will come to the very bright star
that appears to be flashing different colours. The star itself is
not twinkling, it is the turbulent atmosphere close to the
horizon that is shimmering and causing Sirius to twinkle.
SIRIUS is the closest star that we can see from Britain at only
9 light years away and is the brightest. It is a large hot white
star but with a white dwarf companion known as Sirius ‘B’.
This White Dwarf is the remains of a star like our Sun that
has already passed through its aging process of being a red
giant and collapsed into a very dense hot dead star.

Sirius ‘A’ with Sirius ‘B’ (small dot lower left)

M44 The Beehive Cluster
M67 is rather less impressive than M44 because it appears much
smaller at about the same size as the full Moon. It is composed
of about 100 stars that are too faint and close together to be
resolved using binoculars however the cluster can be seen using
a small telescope. This cluster is much older than M44 at
around 10 billion years and is 2500 light years away.
The star known as iota ι (shown at the top of the vertical line on
the chart above) is a beautiful double star. When observed in a
telescope, one star is golden coloured the other is blue/green.
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After passing through the red giant phase Sirius ‘B’ lost
much of its mass when its outer layers were gently blown
off. This type of object is called a Planetary Nebula. With
so much mass lost and because huge amounts of Helium had
accumulated at the centre of the dying star, the nuclear
reactions that had powered the star stopped. The star could
not then resist the forces of gravity and it collapsed.
Although only the size of Earth, Sirius ‘B’ weighs as much
as our Sun. It is now a very hot object but is not producing
any energy of its own. Eventually it will cool down and stop
shining. The White Dwarf was not detected directly because
it is very small. Its mass causes Sirius ‘A’ to wobble as it
moves through space and this is what gave its presence
away.

TAURUS

Taurus is named after the bull that the Greek god Zeus turned
himself into to carry off Princess Europa. Taurus has some
bright stars one is Aldebaran that is positioned in the centre of
the constellation. This bright Red Giant is also known as the
‘eye of the bull’. The greatest glory of Taurus is in its two
‘naked eye’ open clusters of stars named Hyades and
Pleiades.
THE HYADES is a beautiful true cluster of associated stars.
There are about 15 bright stars but there are a total of about
130 in the whole cluster. In the same line of sight as the
Hyades is the bright red star Aldebaran. This is a red giant
about 36 times the diameter of our sun but only half the
surface temperature and is about 64 light years away.
Eventually this giant star will loose its outer layers and
become a planetary nebula. It will then collapse and become
a white dwarf.

The Open Star Cluster Hyades in Taurus
THE PLEIADES is the brightest and one of the most beautiful
star clusters in our night sky and can be seen quite clearly
with the naked eye. Some people can see up to seven stars in
the cluster which has led to them being called the Seven
Sisters. A pair of binoculars is needed to see this cluster in its
full glory. Dozens of dazzling white stars like jewels in a box
can be seen. The whole group occupies an area of sky about
the size of the full moon as seen from Earth. It has about 300
stars in total and is about 500 light years away. When
photographed the stars appear to be surrounded by wispy
clouds of gas. It is thought that these stars are either passing
through a cloud of gas in space or it is the remnant of the
cloud of gas (nebula) from which the stars formed.

The Seven Sisters (The Pleiades)
M1 The CRAB NEBULA - In the constellation of Taurus
near one of the main stars, zeta Tauri, (the one at the lower
left) is the nebulous Messier object M1 called the Crab
Nebula. This is the remnant of the destruction of a large star
in a Supernova explosion. Through a small to moderate
telescope the object is not an impressive sight but with a large
telescope and using photography or a CCD camera, fine
filaments of gas and dust can be seen. In a small telescope
(6") a faint hazy patch can be seen.

M1 The Crab Nebula in Taurus

LEO

Leo is one of the few bright constellations that does actually
look like what it is named after. It is named after the
Nemaean lion that Hercules killed in Greek mythology. Leo
is one of the Zodiac constellations and consequently has the
ecliptic passing through it. The bright star Regulus sits on the
ecliptic and is therefore often occulted by the Moon and
sometimes planets. Saturn has just moved out of Leo.
REGULUS is the brightest star in Leo and is positioned at the
base of the distinctive back to front ‘?’ or ‘Sickle’. Regulus
itself is a large, hot blue star. It has a surface temperature of
30,000ºC compared with about 6,000ºC for our Sun. Leo is
host to four of the brightest galaxies, these are: M65, M66,
M95 and M96 (shown as ‘M’ numbers below Leo).
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THE SOLAR SYSTEM JANUARY 2010
The chart above is from Richard Fleet’s GRAPHDARK
application that can be downloaded free from his website at:
www.rfleet.clara.net .
The dates for the next 6 months are shown along the bottom of
the chart and the time up the sides. The areas shown light blue
at the top and bottom indicate daylight. The lower thick curved
line shows the start of dusk and the upper shows the end of
dawn (full daylight). The conical curved black line shows full
darkness. The thinner curved black lines show the legal
‘lighting up’ times. The curved vertical bands show the Moon
phases (white the moon is in the sky, black it is not). The
coloured lines show the times when the planets are visible.
The vertical bars on the lines indicate when the planet is
visible. Bars below the line show the planet is visible from
sunset up until the time indicated by the line. Above the line
indicates it is visible from the time indicated up until dawn.
MERCURY will move out from conjunction with the Sun at
the end of the month and will be visible low on the eastern
horizon in the morning before sunrise.
VENUS will be in conjunction with the Sun on 11th January
and will not be observable this month.
MARS rises in the east at 18:38 at the beginning of the month
and by 16:30 at the end of the month. It still appears small but
will be in a good position in the south east by about midnight.
By 21:00 it will appear like a bright reddish star high in the
east. A telescope will be required to see its small 13 arcsecond
reddish coloured disc. A larger telescope will shown some of
the more distinctive surface markings and the white polar ice
caps. Mars has two moons that are too small to be seen.
JUPITER sets over the western horizon at 19:30 so will be at
its best from sunset until about 18:30. However it will be low
in the south western sky located in the constellation of
Capricornus. Detail on the planet will be blurred by the murk
and turbulence close to the horizon. The four brightest moons
Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto will be visible even in a
small telescope and are very interesting to track night to night.
SATURN Rises at 00:30 by the middle of the month and will
be high enough for viewing by 02:00 and very well placed in
the south by 04:00. The ring system is just starting to open out
again after appearing edge on for most of last year. It will still
be a couple of years before it returns to its full glory.

URANUS is fairly well placed in the south at sunset in the
constellation of Pisces. A telescope of over 100mm aperture gives
Uranus the appearance of a slightly out of focus small blue disc.
NEPTUNE is well placed close to Jupiter in the constellation of
Capricornus. Viewed through a telescope of over 100mm aperture
it appears as a slightly out of focus blue star.
THE SUN There has been some Sunspots recently to enlighten the
hitherto bland views of the Sun. A special solar filter must be
fitted to a telescope to view sunspots or the image can be projected
on to a screen. DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY AT THE SUN

Sunspots imaged using a webcam on 1st January 2010
MOON The phases of the Moon this month (Full 1st & 30th Jan):
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THE SKY THIS MONTH

The chart above shows the night sky as it appears on 1st January at 10 o’clock Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). As the Earth orbits
the Sun and we look out into space each night the stars will appear to have moved across the sky by a small amount. Every month
Earth moves one twelfth of its circuit around the Sun, this amounts to 30 degrees each month. There are about 30 days in each
month so each night the stars appear to move about 1 degree. The sky will therefore appear the same as shown on the chart above
at 9 o’clock GMT at the middle of the month and at 8 o’clock GMT at the end. Due to the Earth rotating once every 24 hours, the
stars also appear to move 15º (360º divided by 24) each hour from east to west.
The centre of the chart will be the position in the sky directly overhead. First we need to find some familiar objects so we can get
our bearings. The Pole Star Polaris can be easily found by first finding the familiar shape of the Great Bear ‘Ursa Major’ that is
also sometimes called the Plough or even the Big Dipper by the Americans. Ursa Major is visible throughout the year from Britain
and is always quite easy to find. This month it is in the north east. Look for the distinctive saucepan shape, four stars forming the
bowl and three stars forming the handle. Follow an imaginary line, up from the two stars in the bowl furthest from the handle.
These will point the way to Polaris which will be to the north of overhead at about 50º above the northern horizon. Polaris is the
only moderately bright star in a fairly empty patch of sky. When you have found Polaris turn completely around and you will be
facing south. To use this chart, position yourself looking south and hold the chart above your eyes.
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